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ABSTRACT The postinhibitory rebound excitation is an
intrinsic property of thalamic and cortical neurons that is
implicated in a variety of normal and abnormal operations of
neuronal networks, such as slow or fast brain rhythms during
different states of vigilance as well as seizures. We used dual
simultaneous intracellular recordings of thalamocortical neu-
rons from the ventrolateral nucleus and neurons from the
motor cortex, together with thalamic and cortical field po-
tentials, to investigate the temporal relations between tha-
lamic and cortical events during the rebound excitation that
follows prolonged periods of stimulus-induced inhibition.
Invariably, the rebound spike-bursts in thalamocortical cells
occurred before the rebound depolarization in cortical neu-
rons and preceded the peak of the depth-negative, rebound
field potential in cortical areas. Also, the inhibitory-rebound
sequences were more pronounced and prolonged in cortical
neurons when elicited by thalamic stimuli, compared with
cortical stimuli. The role of thalamocortical loops in the
rebound excitation of cortical neurons was shown further by
the absence of rebound activity in isolated cortical slabs.
However, whereas thalamocortical neurons remained hyper-
polarized after rebound excitation, because of the prolonged
spike-bursts in inhibitory thalamic reticular neurons, the
rebound depolarization in cortical neurons was prolonged,
suggesting the role of intracortical excitatory circuits in this
sustained activity. The role of intrathalamic events in trig-
gering rebound cortical activity should be taken into consid-
eration when analyzing information processes at the cortical
level; at each step, corticothalamic volleys can set into action
thalamic inhibitory neurons, leading to rebound spike-bursts
that are transferred back to the cortex, thus modifying
cortical activities.

The postinhibitory rebound excitation is a cellular property
used by thalamic and cortical neurons in a variety of normal
and paroxysmal network operations, such as brain rhythms
during various states of vigilance (1), intrathalamic (2) and
intracortical (3) augmenting responses associated with short-
term plasticity processes, and seizures in corticothalamic sys-
tems (4). In thalamocortical (TC) neurons, the rebound exci-
tation is caused by a Ca21-dependent low-threshold spike
(LTS), which is deinactivated by membrane hyperpolarization
and can be crowned by high-frequency, Na1-mediated fast-
action potentials (5–7). The presence of the Ca21-dependent
LTS was also shown in pyramidal and local-circuit cortical
neurons (8, 9). Although the rebound excitation is an intrinsic
property of both TC and cortical neurons, electrical stimuli
applied to, or natural signals arising within, the thalamus or
cortex produce a series of events that combine these two
forebrain levels into a unified network. Thus, spindles and

lower-frequency (delta and slow) oscillations occurring during
quiescent sleep are characterized by prolonged periods of
hyperpolarizations leading to rebound spike-bursts in three
major neuronal classes: thalamic reticular (RE), TC, and
neocortical neurons (1, 10–12). In addition, sensory volleys
and synchronous electrical stimuli to the thalamus or cortex
produce complex wave sequences caused by the interplay
between the intrinsic properties of thalamic and cortical
neurons and their reciprocal synaptic relationships. In this
study, we used dual intracellular recordings from TC and
cortical neurons, together with field potentials from the thal-
amus and cortex, to find the leading events in oscillations
implicating postinhibitory rebound excitations. Data show that
the postinhibitory rebound spike-bursts in TC cells prime the
onset of rebound depolarizations in cortical neurons and that
intact corticothalamocortical loops are necessary for the full
development of rebound excitation in cortical neurons evoked
by cortical stimuli.

METHODS

Experiments were conducted on 72 adult cats under either
pentobarbital (35 mgykg i.p.) or ketamineyxylazine (10–15 and
2–3 mgykg i.m., respectively) anesthesia. The depth of anes-
thesia was monitored continuously by electroencephalogram
(EEG). Additional doses of anesthetics were given when the
EEG showed the slightest signs of activation (waves with lower
amplitudes and higher frequencies). After the typical signs of
deep anesthesia appeared on the EEG, the animals were
paralyzed with gallamine triethiodide and artificially venti-
lated, and the end-tidal CO2 was maintained at 3.5–3.7%.
Heart rate was recorded (acceptable range was 90–110 beats
per min), and body temperature was maintained at 37–39°C.
As the animals were fixed in a stereotaxic apparatus, all
pressure points were infiltrated generously with lidocaine. The
stability of intracellular recordings was improved by inducing
a bilateral pneumothorax, draining the cisterna magna, sus-
pending the hip, and filling the hole made for recording with
a solution of agar (4%).

Intracellular recordings of cortical neurons were performed
from the precruciate motor area 4. For intracellular recordings
from the ventrolateral (VL) and RE thalamic nuclei, the
cortical surface corresponding to the anterior halves of the
marginal and suprasylvian gyri was cauterized with silver
nitrate and then removed by suction to reveal the head of the
caudate nucleus. Micropipettes were lowered through the head
of the caudate nucleus to reach the rostrolateral sector of the
RE nucleus and the VL nucleus. Intracellular recordings were
performed with glass micropipettes filled with 3 M potassium
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acetate and DC resistances between 35 and 80 MV. The
pipettes for intracellular recording in the cortex were placed
'1 mm apart from the EEG electrode. The depth of the
pipette was read from the micromanipulator. A high-
impedance amplifier (bandpass of 0–5 kHz) with active bridge
circuitry was used to record and inject current into the cells.
The signals were recorded on an eight-channel tape with a
bandpass of 0–9 kHz, later digitized at 20 kHz for off-line
analysis. Recordings of field potentials were made with coaxial
electrodes, with exposed areas of 0.1 mm separated by 0.6 mm.
They were inserted in the lateral part of the precruciate gyrus
area 4 for cortical recordings and stereotaxically in the VL
nucleus for thalamic recordings. These electrodes were also
used for stimulation. The distance between recording and
stimulating electrodes in the cortex was 2 mm.

In some experiments (n 5 14), a cortical slab was isolated
from area 5 or 7 of the suprasylvian gyrus by using a homemade
knife, but the pia mater was preserved. The slabs were '10 mm
in the anteroposterior axis, '6 mm in the mediolateral axis,

and '4–5 mm in depth. Further technical details of the slab
preparation are given elsewhere (13).

All statistical values are given as mean 6 standard error.
At the end of experiments, the animals were given a lethal

dose of pentobarbital and perfused intracardially with physi-
ological saline, followed by 10% formaldehyde. The complete-
ness of slab isolation was verified on coronal sections (80 mm)
stained with thionine.

RESULTS

The database consists of 187 TC cells from the VL nucleus,
25 RE cells from the rostrolateral sector, and 131 cortical
cells from area 4. Of those recordings, we obtained 32 dual
simultaneous impalements from VL and area 4 neurons. RE
cells were identified by antidromic invasion from the dorsal
thalamus (see Fig. 4) and could be distinguished from TC
cells by their prolonged spike-bursts with typical acceleran-
do-decelerando pattern, whereas TC cells displayed short

FIG. 1. Postinhibitory rebound
spike-bursts elicited by VL stimulation
in the TC neuron from the VL nucleus
precede rebound activities in cortical
area 4. Dual intracellular recordings
from the same VL neuron and two
area-4 neurons (A and B) are shown,
together with field potentials from the
depth of area 4. Recordings shown
were made from cat under barbiturate
anesthesia. (Top) Responses to single
VL stimuli. (Middle) Corresponding
spike-triggered averages (STA; n 5 5)
by first action potential in rebound
spike-bursts of VL neuron. (Bottom)
Wave-triggered averages (WTA; n 5 5;
same sweeps as for STA) by sharp
depth-negative wave in area 4. The
dotted line indicates reference time for
both STA and WTA. Note that re-
bound spike-bursts in the VL cell pre-
ceded the cortical spindle sequence af-
ter stimulus-induced inhibition.
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spike-bursts with progressively longer intervals between
spikes (14). TC cells from the VL nucleus were backfired
from area 4. The database of results obtained from isolated
cortical slabs in 14 experiments consists of 72 cortical

neurons from suprasylvian areas 5 and 7. The cells included
in the database had stable membrane potential, below 255
mV for at least 20 min (up to 2 h), and overshooting action
potentials.

FIG. 2. Comparison between latencies of postinhibitory rebound in the
VL neuron and field potential from the depth of area 4. Dual intracellular
recordings from VL and area-4 neurons are shown, together with field
potential from area 4. Recordings shown were made from cat under
ketamineyxylazine anesthesia. (Left) VL stimulus elicits a postinhibitory
rebound spike-burst in the VL cell followed by rebound depolarization in
the area-4 neuron and depth-negative field potential in area 4. The rebound
responses (marked by horizontal bar and arrow in Lower Left) are
expanded in Lower Right; small deflections in intracellular recording from
area 4 are caused by capacitive coupling from action potentials in the VL
neuron. (Upper Right) Latency histograms of first action potential in
rebound responses of the VL cell and peak negativity of field potential
from area 4 (n 5 40).

FIG. 3. Differential postinhibitory rebound re-
sponses elicited by thalamic and cortical stimulation.
Dual intracellular recordings from VL and area-4
neurons (same in Left and Right) are shown, together
with field potentials from the depth of area 4. Record-
ings shown were made from cat under ketaminey
xylazine anesthesia. (Top) Stronger rebound response
in the VL neuron to thalamic VL stimulation (com-
pared with the response evoked in the same neuron by
area-4 stimulation) correlates with longer-lasting and
more ample postinhibitory depolarization in the area-4
neuron. Dotted lines in cortical recordings tentatively
indicate the baseline. (Bottom Left) Part of the VL-
evoked rebound response (indicated by an arrow) is
expanded and shows that thalamic events precede
cortical ones. (Bottom Right) Comparison of the thal-
amically and cortically evoked rebound depolarization
in area 4 (dotted area over baseline).
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In cats studied under barbiturate anesthesia (n 5 42), which
produces prevalent spindling on the EEG, a single stimulus to
the VL nucleus elicited a spindle sequence in TC cells. Of 109
TC cells recorded under barbiturate anesthesia, 63 displayed a
rebound LTS crowned by a high-frequency spike-burst after
the stimulus-elicited, long-lasting inhibitory postsynaptic po-
tential. The biphasic inhibitory postsynaptic potential illus-
trated in Fig. 1 results from activation of g-aminobutyric acid
type A (GABAA) and GABAB receptors (15, 16). In the
simultaneously recorded cortical cells, the VL stimulus gave
rise to a short-latency depolarization, and the postinhibitory
rebound depolarization was shaped by the spindle sequence
(Fig. 1 A and B). After their first rebound LTS, TC cells
remained hyperpolarized, whereas cortical cells maintained a
sustained depolarization (Fig. 1). The temporal relationship
between the rebound LTS of TC cells and the rebound
depolarization of simultaneously recorded cortical cells was
assessed by using STA with reference to the first action
potential in the rebound spike-burst of TC neurons and by

using WTA with reference to the sharp depth-negativity of
cortical field potentials. STA and WTA were calculated for
five cell couples (TC and cortical). These analyses showed that
the TC cell fired before the rebound depolarization of cortical
cells associated with negative field potentials (Fig. 1). In all
cases in which TC cells displayed action potentials superim-
posed on the stimulus-evoked rebound LTS, a similar temporal
relation was found.

Basically similar relations between TC and cortical neurons
were found when we used ketamineyxylazine anesthesia. After
administering ketamineyxylazine, we analyzed the temporal
relations between the rebound spike-bursts of TC cells and the
depth-negative field potentials in area 4, reflecting summated
depolarizations of deeply lying cortical neurons (n 5 7). Fig.
2 depicts a dual intracellular recording from VL and area-4
neurons, together with the field potential from the depth of
area 4. Latency histograms show that the rebound burst in the
TC cell occurred about 14–15 ms before the peak of depth-
negative cortical field potential. (Mean latencies were 205 6 6

FIG. 4. Rebound EPSPs in the RE
cell occur before rebound excitation
in cortical area 4. Recordings shown
were made from cat under ketaminey
xylazine anesthesia. Intracellular re-
cording of an RE cell from the ros-
trolateral sector of the RE nucleus is
shown, together with field potentials
from the VL nucleus and depth of
area 4. (Upper) VL-evoked early re-
sponse and spindle oscillation. (Upper
Right) The early response in the RE
neuron is expanded to show the initial
antidromic discharge, followed by a
high-frequency burst (indicated by an
asterisk). (Lower Left) First postin-
hibitory excitation is expanded from
the part marked by the horizontal bar
and arrow in the Upper trace; the
dotted line and arrow indicate the
beginning of EPSPs in the RE neu-
ron, well in advance of the onset of
field negativity in area 4, but simul-
taneously with the developing re-
bound excitation in the field potential
from the VL nucleus; below and to
the right, RE-cell EPSPs are ex-
panded further (as indicated by a
horizontal bar and arrow). These EP-
SPs are triggered by rebound spike-
bursts in TC cells (see text); EPSP-
triggered average (n 5 5) shows that
EPSPs in the RE cell precede field
negativity in area 4 (dotted line).
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ms in the VL cell and 219 6 10 ms in cortical field potential.)
The paired comparison showed a highly significant difference
(P , 0.0001). Note again that despite the initiation of rebound
depolarization in the cortical neuron after the rebound spike-
burst in the TC cell, the cortical neuron sustained a prolonged
depolarization, whereas the TC neuron remained at a hyper-
polarized level after its rebound LTS. Similar histograms were
calculated for six TC cells and cortical field potentials. Al-
though the mean of the delay between thalamic and cortical
rebound activities varied for different TC neurons (range from
10 to 35 ms; mean 19.7 6 1.3 ms), the rebound of TC cells
significantly preceded the peak of cortical field potentials (P ,
0.0001, Student’s paired t test).

We also investigated the difference between the effects
induced by thalamic and cortical stimuli (n 5 12). Fig. 3
(Bottom Left) shows that thalamic stimulation evoked an
inhibitory-rebound sequence in the VL neuron whose rebound
spike-burst was associated with the onset of cortical depth-
negative field potentials and that this inhibitory-rebound se-
quence preceded the firing of the simultaneously recorded
cortical neuron by '10 ms. Note the fast ('50–100 Hz)
excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in the VL cell,
probably of cerebellar origin (17). Clearly, after the rebound
LTS, the VL neuron remained hyperpolarized, whereas the
area-4 neuron displayed a sustained depolarization for more
than 0.5 s, events similar to those observed under barbiturate
anesthesia (Fig. 1 A). In contrast to the effect of thalamic
stimulation, cortical stimuli elicited less pronounced inhibito-

ry-rebound sequences in TC cells, less prolonged depolarizing
rebound in cortical neurons, and, correlatively, smaller-
amplitude depth-negative cortical field potentials (Fig. 3
Right). The mean duration of cortically evoked rebound in
cortical neurons was measured under ketamineyxylazine an-
esthesia as 297 6 34 ms (n 5 5), whereas the duration of
thalamically evoked rebound depolarization in cortical neu-
rons under the same anesthesia was 536 6 57 ms (n 5 7).

In view of differences between TC and cortical neurons after
the first inhibitory-rebound sequence (hyperpolarization vs.
sustained depolarization, respectively; Figs. 1–3), we hypoth-
esized that this contrasting aspect is caused by the rhythmic
spike-bursts produced in GABAergic RE neurons by dorsal
thalamic stimuli; consequently, the membrane potential of TC
cells was maintained at a hyperpolarized level during the
self-sustained spindle oscillation that follows a single dorsal
thalamic stimulus. We analyzed this aspect in 25 RE neurons,
recorded simultaneously with field potentials from the VL
nucleus and cortical area 4. Indeed, VL stimulation induced (i)
antidromic invasion of RE neuron, thus indicating that the RE
cell projects to VL nucleus, followed by a prolonged spike-
bursts, and (ii) after an inhibitory period, a spindle sequence
consisting of rhythmic spike-bursts at '7–8 Hz (Fig. 4). This
response was typical of those evoked in all investigated RE
neurons. We compared the RE cell’s response to thalamic and
cortical field potentials evoked by the same stimulus and
analyzed averaged activities with reference to the first barrages
of EPSP leading to rebound spike-bursts in RE neurons (n 5

FIG. 5. Corticothalamic connections are essential
for cortically evoked postinhibitory rebound excitation
in cortical neurons. Intracellular recordings from two
cortical neurons, one in an intact-brain animal, the
other from an isolated cortical slab in vivo, are shown.
Recordings shown were made from cats under ket-
amineyxylazine anesthesia. (Top Left) Inhibitory-
rebound sequence in the neuron and field potential
from the depth of area 4 evoked by area-4 stimulation.
(Top Right) Responses in the neuron and depth field
potential to stimulus applied in the isolated slab from
cortical area 7. Note the absence of spontaneous
activity in the area-7 slab. (Bottom) Responses are
expanded to show an absence of inhibitory-rebound
sequence in the isolated slab. Arrows indicate mem-
brane potential in the intact cortex (262 mV) and the
isolated slab (275 mV).
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6). Fig. 4 shows that barrages of EPSPs developed concomi-
tantly with the negative field potential recorded from the VL
nucleus and that these barrages are probably caused by the
high-frequency spike-bursts of TC cells (18–20). However, the
rebound spike-bursts fired by the RE neuron started before
the peak negativity of the field potential recorded from the
cortical depth. (The mean onset of the rebound spike-burst was
at 28 6 5 ms before the maximum of depth-negative cortical
field potential.) This time relation corroborates the assertion
that TC cells fire before the rebound depolarization in cortical
cells. It also indicates that RE neurons are the probable source
of sustained hyperpolarization observed in TC neurons,
whereas the cortical neurons continue to develop a sustained
depolarization.

Finally, because the data above pointed to the fact that
rebound firing in TC cells precedes rebound depolarization in
cortical neurons, we attempted to establish the essential role
of TC neurons by comparing cortically elicited inhibitory-
rebound sequences in intact brain and isolated cortical slabs
from suprasylvian areas 5 or 7 (n 5 14; Fig. 5). In the latter
cases, all corticothalamocortical loops and long-range corti-
cocortical connections were interrupted. As shown in Fig. 3, a
cortical stimulus elicited a hyperpolarization-rebound se-
quence in the intact-brain preparation (Fig. 5 Left). The resting
membrane potential of most of the neurons recorded in slabs
was relatively hyperpolarized (below 270 mV). In contrast to
the intact cortex, a cortical stimulus applied within the isolated
slab elicited a long-lasting depolarization (1.6 6 0.2 s) of
cortical neurons (n 5 68) consisting of both EPSPs and
reversed inhibitory postsynaptic potentials but without a hy-
perpolarization leading to rebound activity.

DISCUSSION

The rebound spike-bursts of TC cells investigated in the
present study follow prolonged periods of inhibition that are
produced mainly by GABAergic RE neurons (1, 10–12), but
also by local-circuit GABAergic cells especially in dorsal
thalamic nuclei that are devoid of RE afferents (16). The
inhibitory-rebound sequences explored here in the VL nucleus
are characteristic for low-frequency oscillations of TC cells,
such as those defining sleep spindles (1, 10–11). Other forms
of TC rebound activities, with faster time courses and without
typical high-frequency spike-bursts, having the propensity to
develop fast oscillations, are generated preferentially at den-
dritic sites by activation of PyQ-type Ca21 channels (21). Both
long-lasting and short inhibitory periods leading to rebound
activities in TC cells are projected to the cortex and, therefore,
are implicated in low- and high-frequency brain rhythms.
Although the hyperpolarization leading to rebound in TC cells
is a biphasic, GABAA- and GABAB-mediated inhibitory
postsynaptic potential (15, 16), the stimulus-elicited hyperpo-
larization in cortical neurons may be ascribed to both synaptic
engagement of local-circuit inhibitory neurons (22) and to
disfacilitation because of the concomitantly suppressed firing
in TC neurons (23).

Our data show that the prolonged inhibitory-rebound se-
quences in TC neurons, typical for low-frequency sleep
rhythms (10–12) and augmenting responses to repetitive ('10-
Hz) stimuli (2), precede the rebound depolarization in neo-
cortical neurons. This temporal relation corroborates the
results of recent experiments that used dual intracellular
recordings from TC and cortical neurons and showed the
priming role of spike-bursts in TC cells for the development of
augmenting responses in cortical neurons (24). Importantly,
however, although the rebound spike-bursts in TC cells initiate
the rebound depolarization in cortical neurons, the depolar-
ization is sustained in cortical neurons (Figs. 1–3) and, thus, is
mainly attributable to intracortical (25), rather than TC,

circuits. The mechanisms implicated in this sustained depo-
larization of cortical neurons are the activation of a persistent
Na1 current (26) and the reverberatory excitatory intracortical
activity controlled by inhibition and activity-dependent syn-
aptic depression (27–29).

The role played by intrathalamic events in initiating a
cascade of cortical processes should be taken into consider-
ation when successive intracortical steps are thought to un-
derlie complex information processing exclusively. At each
step, however, corticothalamic neurons impinge on both RE
and TC cells, with obvious consequences in reentrant projec-
tions to the cortex. This dialogue between cortex and thalamus
emphasizes the requirement of intact-brain preparations when
the neuronal substrates of various functional states are inves-
tigated.
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